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The R BookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	R is a high-level language and an environment for data analysis and graphics. The design of R was heavily influenced by two existing languages: Becker, Chambers and Wilks’ S and Sussman’s Scheme. The resulting language is very similar in appearance to S, but the underlying implementation and semantics are derived from Scheme. This...
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Combinatorial Optimization and Theoretical Computer Science: Interfaces and PerspectivesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The LAMSADE1 was established in 1976 as a research laboratory jointly funded by Paris-Dauphine University and the CNRS (the French National Science Foundation) oriented to decision aiding, mainly in the areas of multiple criteria decision aiding and linear programming.


	It very soon aggregated the research activities on computer...
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HTML, XHTML & CSS All-In-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	I love the Internet, and if you picked up this book, you probably do, too. The Internet is dynamic, chaotic, exciting, interesting, and useful, all at the same time. The Web is pretty fun from a user’s point of view, but that’s only part of the story. Perhaps the best part of the Internet is how participatory it is. You can build...
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Sams Teach Yourself iPad 2 in 10 Minutes (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	The iPad 2 and the original iPad, taken together, are the biggest thing to
	hit computing in years. Drawing on the best of Apple’s iPhone and iPod
	touch products, and Apple’s Macintosh personal computers, while introducing
	a whole new way of seeing and interacting with information, the
	two new devices have grabbed the...
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Ext JS 4 Web Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Ext JS 4 is Sencha's latest JavaScript framework for developing cross-platform web applications. Built upon web standards, Ext JS provides a comprehensive library of user interface widgets and data manipulation classes to turbo-charge your application's development. Ext JS 4 builds on Ext JS 3, introducing a number of new widgets and...
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Managing and Optimizing VMware vSphere DeploymentsVMware Press, 2012

	In our experience as consultants, VMware vSphere is the most robust virtualization


	solution on the market. The technology is proven and the user base is large.





	Although the benefits of virtualization using vSphere are many, proper planning is

	required to gain these benefits from a vSphere...
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UML 2 and the Unified Process: Practical Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005

	"This book manages to convey the practical use of UML 2 in clear and understandable terms with many examples and guidelines. Even for people not working with the Unified Process, the book is still of great use.  UML 2 and the Unified Process, Second Edition  is a must-read for every UML 2 beginner and a helpful guide and...
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Robot Builder's Sourcebook : Over 2,500 Sources for Robot PartsMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	This book offers everything the robotics hobbyist needs to learn - what it is - where to get it - how to get started - from the author of "Robot Builder's Bonanza!" Fascinated by the world of robotics but don't know how to tap into the incredible amount of information available on the subject? Clueless as to locating...
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Jim Blinn's Corner: Notation, Notation, Notation (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2002

	The third entry in the Jim Blinn's Corner series, this is, like the others, a handy compilation of selected installments of his influential column. But here, for the first time, you get the "Director's Cut" of the articles: revised, expanded, and enhanced versions of the originals. What's changed? Improved...
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Warrior Cardio: The Revolutionary Metabolic Training System for Burning Fat, Building Muscle, and Getting FitWilliam Morrow, 2012

	From fitness and martial arts expert Martin Rooney, author of top-selling Training for Warriors and Ultimate Warrior Workouts, comes a complete twelve-week workout and diet plan for anyone looking to shed pounds of fat and increase muscle mass. In Warrior Cardio, the creator of the world-famous Training for Warriors...
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Pro VimApress, 2015

	Pro Vim teaches you the real-world workflows, tips, and tricks of this powerful, terminal-based text editor. This book covers all the essentials, as well as lesser-known but equally powerful features that will ensure you become a top-level performant and professional user, able to jump between multiple sessions while manipulating and...
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Advanced Social Media Marketing: How to Lead, Launch, and Manage a Successful Social Media ProgramApress, 2012

	Hundreds of millions of Americans are using social media (SM), and already some 70% of businesses have joined them there, using Facebook and other SM platforms to connect with their customers, and attract new ones. So the real question isn’t whether to take your business onto social media platforms—but how to do it quickly,...
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